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Abstract. While agents and environments are two intimately connected con-
cepts, most approaches for multi-agent development focus on the agent-specific
part of the system, whereas the handling of concerns related to the environment
is often neglected or delegated to implementation level constructs. In this paper
we demonstrate that building on an environment specification with expressive se-
mantics is instrumental in designing agents that are capable of flexible and com-
plex interactions. We propose a modeling approach that allows describing the
concrete aspects of a multi-agent system as well as its conceptual and cognitive
aspects within a single coherent conceptual framework by grounding all aspects
in the environment. This framework enables an efficient development process
built around the rapid prototyping and iterative refinement of multi-agent system
specifications by applying model-driven design techniques to the system in its
entirety.

1 Introduction

Agents and environments are two intimately connected concepts. Most widely accepted
definitions juxtapose agents with the environment they sense and act on. Wooldridge
and Jennings, for example, propose the following as the most basic definition of an
agent: ’An agent is a computer system that issituatedin someenvironment, and that
is capable ofautonomous actionin this environment in order to meet its design objec-
tives.’ (emphasis theirs) [1]. However, little attention has traditionally been paid to the
environment per se, which many approaches dealing with cognitive agents see as a mere
stage on which the agents’ intelligent behavior unfolds, in essence a necessary evil that
should be treated as abstractly as possible.

Consequently, most approaches focus the analysis and design process on the agent-
specific part of the system, whereas the handling of concerns related to the environment
is delegated to agent frameworks, middleware, and other implementation level con-
structs. The environment’s impact on the cognitive aspects of the system is thus not
directly addressed in the model, but mostly implied in the available interfaces.

Research in the area of reactive agents emphasizes the situatedness of agents and
generally pays closer attention to the environment and the way agents perceive and af-
fect it. Despite the central role of the environment, however, the philosophy that ’the
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world is its own best model’ [2] basically places it outside the scope of explicit model-
ing. Again, the implications of the environment for the cognitive level are not explored
on a theoretical, more abstract level.

Only recently, the idea to view the environment as a first-order abstraction [3] has
begun to gain acceptance in the agent community. Especially through work on stig-
mergy [4–6], the idea that using the environment offers great potential for the efficient
coordination and control of multi-agent systems has been established.

We believe that building on an environment specification with expressive semantics
is instrumental in designing situated cognitive agents that are capable of flexible and
complex interactions. Only an adequate exposition of the environment at the modeling
level provides a generic mechanism allowing cognitive agents to make effective use of
the environment.

Towards this goal, we make two important contributions, extending our previous
work [7, 8] towards a complete theory and comprehensive methodology:

1. At the conceptual level, we propose a modeling approach that allows describing
the concrete aspects of a multi-agent system, i.e. sensing and acting in physical and
virtual environments, and its conceptual aspects, i.e. communication, coordination
and social structure, within a single coherent conceptual framework by grounding
all aspects in the environment.

2. As a practical result, our approach allows applying model-driven design techniques
such as automatic code generation and formal model analysis techniques to the
system in its entirety, enabling an efficient development process built around the
rapid prototyping and iterative refinement of multi-agent system specifications.

At the heart of our conceptual contribution is the set of abstract principles that shape
the proposed conceptual framework. While these are independent of any specific nota-
tion and formalism, we chose to extensively build on established software engineering
techniques for our practical work. We use UML-based diagrams as an accessible graph-
ical formalism to specify both structure and behavior. The formal, operative semantics
required for rapid prototyping and verification of our system are provided by the theory
of graph transformation systems.

Returning to the basic idea of an agent interacting with an environment through sen-
sors and effectors, our modeling approach starts from an – essentially object-oriented
– model of the entities an agent could potentially interact with and the sensors and ef-
fectors available for interaction, comprising both structural and dynamic aspects. As a
second layer of abstraction, we add services that the environment provides to the agents
to the specification. Services are described in terms of and provided through entities,
and thus transparently integrated into the environment. Reusable templates allow the
quick incorporation of common services or agent frameworks. As the last level, we add
a conceptual layer defining social structures and coordination mechanisms. Inspired by
the way human interaction works, social rules act on properties and behavior that are
observable, as they would otherwise be neither realizable nor enforceable. Nonetheless,
the social context may provide conventions for the interpretation of such observations.
These allow the derivation of high level concepts such as commitments or group mem-
bership, which are useful for more sophisticated reasoning and yet grounded in the
observable environment.



Due to the principle of grounding, the environment model plays an important role
at any level. As a side effect, exposing the environment to the agents at the model
level enables flexible behavior and makes the agents’ interactions with andthroughthe
environment amenable to formal analysis and verification. Finally, grounding combined
with the operative semantics of the employed specification technique ensures that all
aspects of the system can be operationalized.

The proposed way of modeling does not impose a specific process model, even
though the hierarchic layering implies certain dependencies. In order to explore the ap-
proach’s potential, we present our vision for a model-driven design process built around
prototyping and iteration. This design process comprises four phases (see Fig. 1):

Analysis

Social Design

Agent Design

Deployment

Requirements

4

Fig. 1.Overview of the proposed process

1. In theanalysis phase, the environment and the overall requirements are modeled.
2. In thesocial design phase, the requirements are assigned to social structures; roles

and norms fulfilling them are defined; and the required services are added to the
environment. Formal verification and experimental validation using rapid prototyp-
ing techniques allow the evaluation and step-wise improvement of the design at this
early stage.

3. In theagent design phase, the actual agents are implemented, respecting the con-
straints of the social specification. The agents can then be evaluated and optimized
for performance, again using generated prototypes and a simulated environment.

4. In thedeployment phase, the agents are tested in their production environment.
This requires replacing the implementations of those services, sensors and effectors
directly interfacing with the physical environment, but leaves all other aspects of
the specification unchanged.

We are currently implementing the tools and frameworks required for bringing this
vision to life within the scope of a student project. As our example for validation pur-
poses, we are using an automated warehouse.

Section 2 provides a short introduction to the notation. The proposed conceptual
framework is discussed in Sect. 3. The process is treated in more detail in Sect. 4. We
present our intermediate results in Sect. 5, followed by a review of related work and an
outlook on future work.



2 Foundations

For specifying the structural and behavioral aspects of the system, our approach em-
ploys UML-based notations. We chose them because visual specification languages
provide an accessible and intuitive way of modeling and because this allows us to build
on existing tools and practices from object-oriented software engineering.

We basically use UML class and object diagrams for the structure and employ story
patterns, an extended type of UML object diagrams based on the theory of graph trans-
formation systems (cf. [9]), for expressing structural changes and properties.

We provide a formal semantics for the employed concepts that are typically missing
from UML-based notations by mapping them to a formal model based on the theory of
graph transformations (cf. [10, 11]), which serves as the basis for code generation and
formal verification.

2.1 Class and Object Diagrams

Class diagrams are the most fundamental UML concept employed in our approach.
They allow describing the underlying structure of the problem and solution domain
using classes and their relations. Class diagrams have been successfully employed to
model complex structures and relationships in the context of software systems. Further-
more, we employ them to describe the physical environment, using attributes to capture
physical characteristics such as mass, position, or velocity.
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Fig. 2.Elements of a simple warehouse

In Fig. 2, an example consisting of a forklift, crates, aisles, and shelves is repre-
sented as a class diagram.

Object diagrams can be used to depict specific configurations of objects which are
valid instances of a given class diagram. This can be employed for describing the topol-
ogy or the initial configuration of a system, e.g., laying out a warehouse floor and pop-
ulating the shelves with crates (see Fig. 3).

2.2 Story Patterns

Behavioral aspects and invariants of the system under consideration can then be mod-
eled usingstory patterns. In general, story patterns specify two instance situations, a
precondition (left hand side) that needs to be fulfilled before applying the pattern and
a postcondition (right hand side) that is fulfilled after the pattern is applied. We first
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Fig. 3.A simple warehouse layout

look into invariant story patterns, where only the left hand side is present and the pat-
tern simply states that the situation should always (positive invariant) or never (negative
invariant) hold.

fa : Forklifts fb : Forkliftsaa : Aislesin in

(a) Specification of a negative invariant
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Fig. 4. Invariant: Two forklifts may not occupy the same space

In Fig. 4, we model the constraint that two forklifts may not occupy the same
space in an aisle as a negative invariant, an elementary guarantee upheld by the laws
of physics. The positive invariant that every shelf is accessible, i.e. next to, an aisle is
specified in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Invariant: Every shelf is accessible from an aisle.

Forbidden elements may be indicated in story patterns by crossing them out. They
can be employed to describe rules that only match when no match for any one of their
forbidden elements is found, which allows specifying more complex rules.
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Fig. 6.A forklift moves to an aisle, provided it is unoccupied.

If we also provide a right hand side for a rule, we can use it to describe behavior.
The right hand side may be integrated into the left hand side by using the stereotypes
�create� and�delete� for denoting elements which should be created resp. deleted
as a side-effect of the rule, which yields a compact representation. An example of such
a rule is depicted in Fig. 6, where a forklift moves to another aisle.



2.3 Tool Support

The open source UML CASE tool Fujaba1 offers state of the art support for the model-
ing of class diagrams, object diagrams, and story patterns and thus enables model-driven
development based on the outlined set of UML concepts.

The UML concepts introduced above, notably class diagrams and object diagrams,
and the proprietary extensions such as story patterns (cf. Fig. 2, 3, 4(a), and 6(a)) have
been given a formal semantics based on the theory ofgraph transformation systems
(GTS).

This formal semantics enables us to provide sound code generation for these mod-
els, which is both useful for deriving simulation prototypes from early models (cf. [9])
and for generating a correct implementation of the production system from the final
model that does not introduce implementation errors. Currently, the code generation of
Java and C++ source code is supported for all employed diagram types.

Given the formal semantics, we can further employ formal techniques to validate
and verify a given model, which is supported from inside the Fujaba CASE tool.

A first option is the GTS model checker GROOVE [12]. GROOVE imports GTS
specifications and computes all reachable states of the transformation system, optionally
bounded by the occurrence of a forbidden graph. With the help of a converter plug-in,
we are able to export models from Fujaba to GROOVE’s input format, check them,
and visualize identified counterexamples in Fujaba. However, this approach can only
be employed to verify finite state models with known initial configurations.

In order to be able to check invariant properties for the more general case of infinite
state systems as well, we developed an invariant checker [11, 13] which exploits the
local character of the graph transformation rules to perform a fully automatic check
whether a given set of properties represent an inductive invariant of the system.

3 Approach

We now introduce the elements of the conceptual framework underlying our approach
in more detail.

The notion of agents interacting with an environment, be it digital or physical,
through sensors and effectors is central to our approach. We therefore make a clear
distinction between concrete entities that agents can perceive and/or manipulate di-
rectly and conceptual entities that only exist virtually. Conceptual entities are explicitly
derived from concrete entities by convention.

The concrete part of the model is predominantly descriptive in nature. Of course,
design decisions do have a profound impact on the model, as the choice of sensors
and effectors provided to the agents constrains what can be expressed. However, agents
in the implemented system can immediately interact with concrete entities, even in
heterogeneous open systems. The conceptual part of the model, on the other hand, is
engineered deliberately, with the system’s design objectives in mind. The way that con-
ceptual entities are grounded in the concrete entities isnot immediately visible to the
agents. In order to allow an agent to interact with the system, this knowledge needs

1 http://www.fujaba.de



to be made explicitly available to the agents or implied in their implementation. This
problem is also touched on by [3], who distinguish betweennaturalandarbitrary proto-
cols and observe that the more natural protocols are, the easier ensuring interoperability
becomes.

In order to structure the design and treat these different concerns separately, we
divide the model into submodels that are layered on top of each other.

The environment model describes theenvironment, the concreteentities it contains,
and their behavior. It also specifies theagents (which are themselves concreteentities)
with their sensors andeffectors.

Theservice model describes the infrastructure and protocols provided to theagents
by theenvironment. As services are provided and accessed through concreteentities, the
service model is predominantly concerned with the concrete parts of the system.

The social model introduces social structures,roles andnorms along with the con-
ventions required to connect them to elements of the more concrete layers.

3.1 Environment Model

In the environment model, we want to describe all concreteentities and environment
processes as they are relevant to the agents. We try to model theentities as ’objectively’
as possible, i.e. as they are, not as the differentagents perceive them, however. Concrete
entities can be physical – theseentities need to be simulated while prototyping and are
later provided by the physicalenvironment – or digital – which means they need to be
implemented in software both in the prototypes and the production system. Theentities
and their attributes are modeled using class diagrams (as in Fig. 2).

We also model environmentprocesses, using story patterns. They describe laws of
nature (e.g. gravity), the behavior of simple machines (e.g. a conveyor belt), and non-
deterministic external influences on the system (e.g. anentity arriving in the environ-
ment). They are useful both for simulating the system and reasoning about its expected
behavior at the agent level.

The agents and theirsensors and effectors can now be added to theenvironment
model. Bothsensors andeffectors can only be applied to a specificcontext, i.e. the subset
of all entities that is, e.g., of the right type and physically close enough to theagent. The
story patterns that specify the effects of thesensors and effectors limit them to this
context.

Sensors transform concreteentities into perceptions. When generatingperceptions,
the sensor usually only retains a subset of anentity’s attributes, may transform and
aggregate them, may introduce random errors with a specific probability distribution,
or may even fail to produce aperception with a given failure probability (see Fig. 7(a)).

Effectors create, manipulate and destroyentities, their attributes and associations.
Unlike typical AI-centric agent specifications that usually provide an agent with a set
of named actions or performatives, the semantics of the effector actions we specify are
fully transparent both for the agent and any formal method we would like to employ at
the agent level; i.e. we can seamlessly integrate the environment into our analysis of an
agent’s behavior. The formalism allows specifying any conceivable state transition of
the specified environment and is thus capable of expressing the effects of anyeffector,
now matter how complex (see Fig. 7(a)).
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Fig. 7.Sensor and Effector specifications.

Obviously, in order to obtain a valid model, the specified effects need to stay within
the limits of what is reasonable and physically possible. Generally, the validity of any
results obtained by means of simulation and formal verification of the model largely de-
pends on the quality of theenvironment model, i.e., whether it is correct and appropriate.
This is less of a problem for digital entities, as – due to the reliance on proven object
oriented formalisms – they can be represented by their actual design. It is somewhat
more problematic for physical entities, where we can only strive to provide as good an
approximation as possible. Our approach is better suited to describing structural adapta-
tion than continuous change. We currently only support modeling continuous processes
through difference equations, which we consider sufficient for most application areas,
though. If an in-depth treatment of the mechanical engineering aspects of the system is
essential, it is necessary to additionally apply our techniques for the design of hybrid
systems [14].

3.2 Service Model

As we have already suggested with the introduction ofenvironment processes, entities
are not limited to being inert, monolithic objects, even ifentities in the environment
model were limited to rather simple behavior. In principle,entities may be complex
and have extensive internal machinery that performs complex actions. The essential
distinction is thatentities are never autonomous and do not possess internal motivation,
i.e. they are passive unless activated by anagent or an environmentprocess.

The service model basically describes the infrastructure used by the agents. This
infrastructure is implemented as a set ofservices that are provided through dedicated
entities calledfacilities. Services can fall into various classes, e.g. life cycle management,
resource allocation, scheduling, communication, directory services, persistency, access
control, authentication, or application-specific functions. They can reach a high level of
sophistication, e.g. a distributed blackboard with consistency management.

Services mostly represent functionality that is normally provided by middleware.
Indeed,services will often be implemented using some type of middleware. We can



differentiate between production middleware that will be present in the final system,
usually providing lookup, messaging and other higher level functions, and prototyp-
ing middleware that is mainly concerned with emulating the production environment,
providingservices that will later be implicitly performed by the physical environment
(e.g. computation of the available physicalcontext) or the production hardware (e.g.
scheduling).
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Fig. 8.A directory service replies to a query

As services are specified in terms ofentities, we can apply the same object-oriented
modeling techniques using story patterns as forentity behavior andeffector use (see
Fig. 8). However, asservices can to some degree be standardized, they offer obvious
potential for reuse. Specifying the sameservices from scratch over and over again would
be tedious and inefficient. Templates encoding recurring desing patterns for reuse offer
a solution to this problem. Templates may range from simple patterns describing the
functionality of a singlefacility to complex systems of connectedfacilities representing
a whole agent platform, component framework or distributed computing library. This
means that after a service description for a particular solution has been modeled once, it
can be reused, adapted and combined with other building blocks in a modular manner.

3.3 Social Model

Now, where are the agents, organizations, roles, and communication languages in all
this? Frequently, agent-oriented methodologies that closely build on object-oriented
software engineering techniques are criticized for focusing on the technical aspects of
multi-agent systems and neglecting advanced agent-oriented abstractions, thus provid-
ing poor support for the coordination of multi-agent systems and essentially limiting
their scope to simple reactive agents. We, however, believe that such abstractions can in
fact be supported based on an object-oriented design.

Mentalistic concepts have proven useful for reasoning about autonomous, cognitive
agents. It is mainstream in agent-oriented research to assume that agents have inten-
tional stance, assigning beliefs, goals and intentions to them [15]. Despite its unques-
tionable appeal, formalisms based on intentional stance face some well-documented
problems, notably when used in the context of agent communication (languages). Such
formalisms often assume a specific implementation of the agents’ internals, which



severely limits their applicability to real-world scenarios. As the semantics of messages
depend on the state of an agent’s mind, they may not be decidable from an outside per-
spective [16]. Besides, the resulting specifications are notoriously complex, and proving
the conformance of an implementation may be impossible [17]. One solution that was
proposed to solve these problem is to model agents asobservable sourcesthat expose
a well-defined part of their internals in order to allow other agents to reason about their
beliefs and intentions [18].

Legal StanceWe propose using the environment to a similar effect, thus providing
a generic mechanism that is completely independent of the agents’ implementations.
The basic principle is to not reason about what an agent actually intends or believes, but
what an external observer, or more specifically other agents in the system, can know
or reasonably assume the other agent to believe or intend. It is inspired by the way hu-
man interaction, or more specifically human laws, work. Courts frequently infer beliefs
and intentions from situations, acts, and speech. Legal codes (in the continental tradi-
tion) devote significant effort to fixing the exact modalities of how and when a person
can profess an intention. In criminal codes, intent is a defining characteristic of various
crimes, and the punishment of attempted crimes hinges on establishing the intention
(e.g., an unauthorized person breaking into and hotwiring a car could clearly be sup-
posed to intend to steal it). In civil law, what a person should have known (e.g. caveat
emptor) and seems to have intended based on the given evidence is a common question.
We therefore call this view that is concerned with theprofessed intentions (andprofessed
beliefs) that can be deduced from the environmentlegal stance.

Conventions for interpreting the environment can be attached to any effector or en-
tity type. This specifically includes messages, allowing the specification of agent com-
munication languages, the predominant kind of social convention in current multi-agent
system. The impliedprofessed intentions can be used to reason about the system at a
higher level of abstraction (see Fig. 12–14). Concepts such asassertions for communi-
cating beliefs,directives as a means of soliciting specific behavior, orcommitments for
making behavioral guarantees (cf. [19]) help to structure and guide agent behavior.

Just like laws,professed intentions are artificial constructs that are only valid in a
specific social context. A group ofagents needs to agree on a set of conventions before
it can become useful for governing their interaction.

Social SpecificationThis social context is provided bycommunities, which are –
possibly overlapping – groups ofagents sharing the same conventions. Research into
agent organizations has shown that social structure is essential for designing complex,
heterogeneous systems [20]. While our ideas are conceptually close to established work
on organizations, we chose the term ’community’ in order to avoid confusion because
we felt that ’organization’ suggests a greater degree of institutionalization, persistence,
and complexity than exhibited by many of the communities we have in mind, and, on the
other hand, we did not want to try to change established concepts by making additions
that are specific to our modeling approach to them.

The conventions used by a community are set down in the correspondingcommunity
type. The specification of acommunity type mostly consists of various types ofnorms,
expressed in terms of observableentities by means of story patterns. In detail, acommu-
nity type defines the following:



– a set ofroles that can be assumed byagents (Fig. 9(a)),
– a set ofprofessed intentions that can be attributed toagents (Fig. 9(b)),
– instantiation norms for instantiatingcommunities, as there may be multiple instances

(Fig. 10),
– binding norms for joining and leaving thecommunity, and for assuming and relin-

quishingroles (Fig. 11),
– conventional norms that specify social conventions, i.e. generateprofessed intentions

from observations (Fig. 12,13(a)),
– behavioral norms specifying allowed or required behavior, which need to be com-

patible to theagents’ effector specifications (Fig. 13(b)), and
– a set ofcommunity types that can be used to formsubcommunities contained in the

community.
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Fig. 9. Community Type for completing transportation tasks.
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(a) Conventional norm: thedirective implies
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(b) Behavioral norm requiring thispermis-
sion as a precondition

Fig. 13.Conventional andBehavioral norms interact to control behavior.

The specification is expressed entirely in terms of classes and objects, which are
marked up with stereotypes in order to indicate their specific semantics. Therefore,
it is possible describecommunity types as graph transformation system, which can be
seamlessly integrated with the graph transformation system of theenvironment model to
yield a comprehensive specification of the system’s physical and social behavior.

Community types can specify complex organizations, but may as well describe the
ad-hoc interaction between a pair ofagents. In general, acommunity type deals with a
particular problem, which usually grows in complexity in proportion to thecommunity
type’s position in the hierarchy.

As there may be commonly recurring subproblems (e.g., collision avoidance, job
assignment, coordinating distributed problem solving), we once again propose the use
of templates or design patterns. We call these patternscultures. Cultures extract the
essence of acommunity type by abstracting from the concreteenvironment. This is done
by replacing the concreteagent and entity types used innorms (e.g. ’car salesman’,
’motorist’, ’car’) with more genericagent (’buyer’, ’seller’) andentity (’merchandise’)
roles (see Fig. 14). Aculture can be formally verified in order to prove that it correctly
solves a problem, or, more specifically, satisfies a set of requirements using our work on
the verification of coordination patterns [21]. It may then be reused in future systems
to derive acommunity type inheriting these properties by binding appropriate concrete
types or sets of types from theenvironment model to these abstractroles.

Even thoughcommunity types impose requirements and limitations on the capabili-
ties ofagents, they do not restrict the actual implementation ofagents in any way, mak-
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(a) Theculture is modelled in terms ofroles
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(b) Norm: Providing the service

<<role>>
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(c) Norm: Compensating the provider

Fig. 14.Culture regulating payment for goods or a service in a generic manner. A concretization is
used as a sub-community type inside the above TaskHandlingcommunity type by JobManagers
(Client) for paying Forklifts (Provider) after delivering a crate.

ing the approach mostly agnostic with respect to their internal architecture. As the spec-
ification is only concerned with observable behavior, correctly implementing it comes
down to behaving correctly in theenvironment. Theagents have complete ’freedom of
thought’, even though certain mentalistic notions are certainly implied by particular be-
havior through conventions, which may require some sort of compatible internal model
in order to be able to conform to more intricate behavioral requirements.

4 Process

In order to show how the proposed concepts can benefit the development of situated
multi-agent systems, we now describe the process from requirements engineering to
deployment as we envision it. As mentioned in the introduction, we divide this process
into analysis, social design, agent design and deployment. Figure 15 gives an overview
of the phases and their main objectives.

Even though each phase deals with clearly defined aspects of the system, a linear
progression through the phases should be seen as an idealization. Each phase builds
upon the output of the previous phase. Within the later phases, prototyping is used to
enable iterative improvement of the specification. In practice, it will be necessary to
revisit previous phases and make adjustments in this context.
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(c) Agent Design: Designing agents’ behavior
and internals
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(d) Deployment: Replacing the simulated envi-
ronment

Fig. 15.Phases of the proposed process in more detail. The UML diagrams merely serve as iconic
representatives for the respective models (see Fig. 12(b), 7(b), 8, and 2 for full-scale versions)

4.1 Analysis Phase

The analysis phase is mainly concerned with the specification of theenvironment model.
The structure and behavior of theenvironment are considered as fixed at this stage. Using



methods for the identification of classes from traditional object-oriented analysis, the
relevantentities from the system’s prospective environment can therefore be identified
and modeled. Likewise, the behavior of theseentities may be observed and modeled
throughenvironment processes. Suchservices as are already provided by theenviron-
ment are also recorded at this time. The result is a domain model of theenvironment
which forms the core of the ontology used in later phases.

As agents (as physicalentities), sensors, andeffectors are part of theenvironment
model, they are included in the analysis phase. This is only logical, as any model is,
by a common definition, driven by a specific purpose, which in our case is to represent
the environment as relevant to theagents. Without at least a basic knowledge of their
capabilities, theenvironment model could not fulfill this purpose. Nonetheless, it could
be argued that theagent types and thesensors andeffectors available to them are design
decisions that have no place in analysis. While it is true that the addition of newagent
types may become necessary in the subsequent social design phase, and the exact ca-
pabilities of thesensors andeffectors may not be fixed before the agent design phase,
we do, however, consider it an important part of analysis to identify prospective classes
of agents and establish a general idea of their (potential) capabilities with respect to the
environment. In practice, especially when working with (mechanical) agents in phyisical
environments, theagents and their capabilities are usually given to a large extent before
the design of the multi-agent system even starts.

The second concern of the analysis phase are the systemrequirements. Again, es-
tablished requirements analysis can be used to identify functional and non-functional
requirements, as there is nothing inherently agent-specific in the requirements – after
all, agent-orientation is supposed to be a solution, not part of the problem. The result-
ing requirements do not need to be expressed using a specific notation, they can even be
informally documented in textual form. If arequirement is to be the subject of formal
verification later on, it is however preferable to specify it directly as a story pattern over
theenvironment model. It is furthermore desirable to structure and rank therequirements.

4.2 Social Design Phase

The social design phase begins by taking theserequirements, breaking them down into
suitable subsets, and assigning them to agentcommunities. Thesecommunities are then
responsible for ensuring that the systems meets therequirements in question by defining
appropriatenorms.

For each set ofrequirements, acommunity type which is capable of dealing with this
responsibility is then designed. This will usually include the definition ofsubcommuni-
ties concerned with even more specific tasks, which ultimately leads to a hierarchy of
community types whose bottom elements are basic interaction patterns dealing with sim-
ple, manageable problems. At this time,cultures that address a specificrequirement can
be applied to the system. Ascultures may themselves contain more specificsubcultures,
instantiating aculture may create a whole hierarchy ofcommunity types.

When applyingcultures or devising new solutions to problems, the designer will
need to take theagents’ capabilities (as expressed by theirsensors andeffectors) into
account. It is not helpful to specifybehavioral norms that agents cannot enact, orcon-
ventional norms that depend on somethingagents cannot sense. If the physical design of



theagent is under the designer’s control, it is possible at this point to add new capabil-
ities through newsensors andeffectors. The most common way to provide agents with
additional capabilities, however, is to specifyservices that provide them. Also, the idea
behindcommunities is using interaction in order to achieve goals beyond the reach of
the individualagents. Thus,communities can themselves provide new capabilities that
can be used as a bootstrap by othercommunities. For example, in order to allow every
agent in a system to communicate with any otheragent, one could introduce a network
of access points capable of relaying messages and acommunity type that requiresagents
to register with a distributed directory, instead of upgrading theagents’ antennas.

Together, thecommunity types need to result in a consistent specification. If there-
quirements are not orthogonal, i.e., thenorms of thecommunity types constrain the same
effector or concern the sameentities, differentcommunity types might be in conflict. E.g.,
if a community type responsible At this point, we try to spot cases where conforming
with all norms is theoreticallyimpossible. Other than that, we merely strive to keep de-
pendencies betweencommunity types as weak as possible and defer the task of actually
reconciling conflicts to the agent design phase.

Once all relevantcommunity types have been specified, the model can be validated.
Individual community types can be formally verified: As both theirnorms and the be-
havior of theenvironment can be modeled as a graph transformation system, we can
apply the above-mentioned invariant checking techniques [11] in order to prove certain
required properties, e.g. the absence of accidents or safety hazards. We can also export
the model into GROOVE, which allows us to systematically explore the state space for
specific initial configurations up to a certain size. Other aspects such as requirements
concerning efficiency and performance or emergent properties of complex systems that
cannot be assessed through formal methods require empirical validation by means of a
prototype.

As the complete specification, fromentities and environment processes to roles,
norms, andprofessed intentions, is expressed by class diagrams and story patterns, it
is possible to create an executable prototype using code generation. Theenvironment
model simply needs to be run in order to simulate theenvironment, even though it is
usually advisable to make use of some kind of prototyping middleware in the imple-
mentation of the model in order to achieve more efficient simulation. As for thesocial
model, the generated implementation tries to apply all applicablenorms to the system
and keeps track of the result by instantiating explicit representations ofcommunities and
professed intentions. For eachagent, the system non-deterministically choses an action
from the set of enabledsensor andeffector applications. This makes it possible to as-
sess whether the system’s behavior stays within the intended limits. When a constraint
specified by acommunity type is violated or anagent gets stuck in a state with no valid
course of action left, this is detected and reported by the system. It may indicate a
conflict within or betweencommunities. As corrections in the model can immediately
be tested in a new prototype, iterative, step-wise improvements can be applied to the
design quickly and conveniently. Starting from the earliest stages of the design, it is
possible to generate prototypes from specifications in order to evaluate them.



4.3 Agent Design Phase

Once the social specification meets all pertinent formalrequirements and appears to
address all otherrequirements, the actualagents can be implemented, respectively spec-
ified. Even though any architecture producing the appropriate output is acceptable, it is
convenient to start from the generated implementation of thesocial model. Forbehavioral
norms that specify concrete, reactive behavior, adding strategies for intelligently chos-
ing between the available options is a quick way to obtain a reasonable implementation.
Behavioral norms that are of a more declarative nature, e.g., concerning the commitment
to travel to a specific location by a given deadline, require more elaborate strategies and
algorithms that cannot simply be deduced, but need to be designed.

In practice, devising an implementation that respects the constraints of all pertinent
communities may not be a trivial task. It is facilitated by the ability to test prototypes of
theagents in the simulatedenvironment. The generatedsocial model is reused for mon-
itoring conformance with the specification. This time around, the model does not ran-
domly choose a course of action for theagents, but merely checks whether the exhibited
behavior was enabled, flagging violations.Agents can also be benchmarked extensively
in order to optimize their performance.

4.4 Deployment Phase

Once the agent design conforms to the social specification and has proven itself in the
simulated environment, it can be moved to its production environment for testing. An
appealing feature of the proposed approach is that this mainly means replacing the sim-
ulated parts of the system with their physical counterparts. Provided that it was mod-
eled correctly, theenvironment model can simply be dropped. At theservice level, the
prototyping middleware is replaced by the production middleware. The overall com-
plexity of the software system decreases, as physics, processes and physical constraints
(e.g.context) no longer need to be replicated in software; however, the middleware that
processessensor input and interpretseffector commands becomes significantly more
complex internally.

The model of the actual agents remains unchanged, as their interfaces are unchanged.
Using a specific real-time runtime environment supported by Fujaba’s code generator,
we can actually reuse the exact same code for simulation and hardware tests [22]. Of
course, it is nonetheless necessary to perform a sufficient number of tests in order to
ensure that there were no errors or oversimplifications in theenvironment model that
lead to significant discrepancies between simulated and actual behavior (cf.[23]).

5 Experiences

In order to evaluate our approach, we intend to apply it to a large, realistic scenario. Im-
plementing a non-trivial example and testing the iterative development process further-
more requires appropriate tool support. Within the scope of the project groupintrapid,
consisting of 18 students and currently in its second and final semester, we are working
towards these objectives.



We are basing our work on Fujaba for Eclipse, a port that integrates the Fujaba
CASE tool into the Eclipse platform as plugins. We are implementing our extensions as
a UML Profile, i.e., we add the appropriate stereotypes from our conceptual framework
to the metamodel and define the different variants of story patterns and class diagrams
we use with their respective constraints and semantics. We are also adding a config-
urable translation layer that transforms these diagrams into input for the existing code
generation mechanisms by joining them together in the correct manner.

Another important part of the project is the work on ’prototyping’ middleware that
supports the efficient simulation, visualization and run-time manipulation of environ-
ments. At the agent level, a component-based ’production’ middleware is providing the
internal infrastructure.

The ultimate goal is to use the developed tools and middleware for the design of
a large and complex logistics management application. The scenario comprises ware-
houses and various types of robotic agents moving goods inside and between them. It
was chosen because logistics are a common application area of agent-based approaches
that offers potential for optimization and exploiting synergies between agents. It also
requires relatively simple agents, which, however, need to flexibly interface in different
ways.

In order to give the students the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the ap-
proach and get a better grasp of the underlying concepts, we implemented a very simple
scenario as a prototype. The idea was to keep the application specific part as basic as
possible and focus on a sound implementation of the meta model and the infrastruc-
ture as a preparation for the work on tools and middleware in the second phase. The
prototype was therefore not designed to validate the approach in general, but show the
feasibility of some of our ideas and identify challenges.

We use the phases of the development process to structure the presentation of the
prototype and our experiences.

5.1 Analysis Phase

The scenario consists of an aquarium containing a swarm of fish hunted by sharks.
The environment is extremely simple: there are walls, cylindrical obstacles that may
be placed dynamically by the user, sharks, and prey. Sharks and prey havesensors for
sensing other fish (sharks have longer range, but a more limited field of vision, prey have
a greater field of vision but limited range) and aneffector (tail fin) for propulsion (sharks
are faster, but prey is more agile). Sharks also have aneffector for eating prey fish. The
context of this lattereffector is limited to fish in close proximity that are, literally, right
under a shark’s nose. There are no more advancedsensors andeffectors, specifically
none enabling direct communication.

The requirements were straight-forward: sharks were supposed to eat as many fish
as possible, prey was to keep together and try to stay alive.

The main challenge at this level was designing and implementing the modular pro-
totyping middleware needed to simulate the physical behavior of the system, compute
thesensors’ contexts, visualize the simulation and allow users to place obstacles into the
aquarium. See Fig. 16 for a screenshot.



Fig. 16.Screenshot from the prototype

5.2 Social Design Phase

The requirements easily lead to the twocommunity types shoal (for the prey) and pack
(for the sharks).

The shoal type is quite basic. Thebehavioral norms are reactive in nature, describing
how fish should react to seeing other fish or shark. They are modeled on the well-known
boid paradigm [24], i.e., fish move towards the center of mass of the fish they see, try
to keep their distance from neighboring fish and obstacles and match their velocity with
other fish. Besides these basic behaviors, they exhibit a strong repulsion from sharks and
places where sharks have recently been seen and a weak tendency to keep away from
the outer parts of the aquarium. Thebehavioral norms require only simple processing of
the fish and almost directly mapsensor input intoeffector output.

Perhaps contrary to intuition, a large shoal of fish is not represented by a single
community. It is rather composed of many smallercommunities consisting of a fish play-
ing the ’active’ role and every fish it can see, playing the ’passive’role. As visibility
between fish is not a symmetric relation, each of thecommunities from the same ’shoal’
may have slightly different members. Thebehavioral norms of the community only have
implications for the behavior of the ’active’ fish at the center. While this may seem like
a degenerate case of acommunity, it illustrates one important principle ofcommunity
type design: A design that operates by governing behavior based on observable actions
and states will only work as intended if it can reasonably be assumed that an agent ex-
pected to exhibit a certain behavior can actually make the observation that is supposed
to trigger it. More specifically, there needs to be aconventional norm that can generate a
professed intention to that effect (in this case the assertion that ’an agent knows what it
sees’, combined with the sensor context specification). In the example, as all prey fish



implement the samecommunity type, behavior is still consistent – ’as if’ all fish were in
the samecommunity.

The sharks’ packcommunity type is based on similarbehavioral norms. Sharks tend to
keep greater distances, but match velocities in order to attack the prey in a coordinated
manner. Obviously, sharks are strongly attracted by prey. There are simpleconventional
norms for creatingprofessed intentions for coordinating shark behavior, e.g. determining
which fish a shark is currently hunting so that sharks may cooperate in their attacks and
do not go after the same fish.

Substantial effort was spent on implementing the shoalcommunity type in the way
it will later be automatically generated from thesocial model. This required creating
explicit representations of the relevant meta model elements, namelycommunity types,
communities, behavioral norms (for specifying expected behavior), andbinding norms
(for determining membership in communities). As thebehavioral norms are determin-
istic (unlike in typical future systems, wherenorms permit non-deterministic choice or
may even only state goals that need to be achieved), a conforming implementation of
agent behavior could be achieved by explicitly checking and applyingbehavioral norms.

5.3 Agent Design Phase

The sharks were implemented as simple intelligent agents. They are deliberately not
implementing an explicit’community’ concept, but simply conform to thecommunity
type specification by implementing the required behavior. This demonstrates both how
the approach can be used as a fairly architecture-agnostic specification technique and
that the essence of the specification is in the observable behavior.

The prey fish were not implemented at all, as executing thecommunity type speci-
fication was already sufficient for obtaining the desired behavior. All that was required
was a stub for relaying the commands from thesocial model to theeffector. Thecom-
munity type specification simply applies thebehavioral norms to every fish in a fish’s
community, aggregates the results into a single impulse and passes the result down to
the fineffector of theagent stub.

The ability to run a ’prototype’ of one type of agent alongside an actual agent imple-
mentation only made a small difference in the current context, but should be interesting
for the development of more complex systems.

The prototype allowed experimenting on the emergent properties of the system. By
changingsensor andeffector parameters and varying the thresholds and intensities for
thebehavioral norms, the balance of the system could be shifted and diverse behavioral
patterns be induced.

For obvious reasons, there was now deployment phase.
In all, the prototype has already hinted at the potential of the approach, but has also

helped to identify challenges. The efficient evaluation of socialnorms will be essential
for prototyping and monitoring large systems. For truly assessing the added value of
the approach on the conceptual level, we will have to wait for the full scale logistics
scenario incorporating multiple community types and communication – the current state
is already promising, though.



6 Related Work

Even though our methodology is clearly rooted in object-oriented software engineering
traditions and techniques, the conceptual framework for grounding social interactions
in the environment is based on agent-oriented abstractions and influenced by existing
research from the domain.

The idea of thelegal stance is both related to work on intentional stance (cf. [1]),
the social level [25] and social order [26]. It was inspired by Viroli and Omicini’s idea
of agents as anobservable source[18], but goes beyond it by basing the interaction
on the environment. This provides a more flexible, general mechanism, at the cost of
diminishing the ability to formally reason about the observations from an AI perspec-
tive. The categories ofprofessed intentions we use stem from Singh’s work on agent
communication languages [16].

The concept of social structure was established by Ferber’s organizational models
[20]. As discussed,Communities combine an intentionally broad interpretation of what
constitutes social structure with pattern-based software engineering techniques.

Environments still play a minor role in current multi-agent systems research, even
if this is beginning to change. However, there are several papers putting forward similar
ideas concerning the role of the environment:

Weyns et al. [3] discuss several functions of environments that are also important
to our approach, namely structuring the system (for defining localized communities),
providing a shared state (by storing the evidence of professed intentions), providing
service support (through facilities), enabling coordination (this, again, is the key idea
of legal stance) and acting as a regulating entity (by means of laws implemented as
environment processes). The practical work on virtual environments [27, 28] could be
seen as a real world application of the idea of bootstrapping by means of services.
Our main contribution is offering systematic support of such solutions at the level of a
model-driven development process.

Recent work by Omicini et al. [29] proposes ’artifacts’ as a general way to struc-
ture the interaction between agents and the environment. In a way, artifacts andfacilities
represent similar concepts. However,facilities are rooted in the software engineering
perspective and offer concrete, transparent behavioral specifications, whereas artifacts
come from an AI background and provide more abstract interfaces based on messages,
which facilitates standardization but makes analysis of the services they actually pro-
vide harder.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a conceptual framework that grounds social interactions in the en-
vironment. We have moreover proposed an iterative design process that makes use of
the ability to generate executable prototypes from high-level specifications and conduct
formal analysis, starting with the early phases.

While the results obtained from our implementation work are encouraging, it is too
early to actually draw any conclusions concerning the applicability and validity of our
approach. We did, however, establish that our ideas for modeling the concrete parts



of the system centered aroundentities, sensors andeffectors, are feasible and work as
intended.

We hope to complete our work on the development tools in the foreseeable future
and be able to test them on a large multi-agent system using sophisticated coordination
mechanisms.

At the same time, we will continue our work on the theoretical underpinnings of our
approach. We hope to be able to extend the scope of formal verification techniques in
thesocial model and assist in the identification and reconciliation of conflicts between
norms.
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